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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we consider a class of matrices, each of which is the sum of an 
identity matrix and a self-adjoint block Toeplitz matrix that has a symmetric band o{" 
zero blocks. A number of general results for block Toeplitz matrices are specialized to 
this class. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study block Toeplitz matrices of the special form 
(1.1) 
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where I is an identity matrix and G is a block upper-triangular Toeplitz 
matrix. Thus 
G = : ~0 
g,  
where each gk (0 ~< k ~< n) is a p x p complex matrix. Matrices in the form 
(1.1) arise in the problem of orthogonalizing certain matrix-valued functions 
on the unit circle [3]. The results here are used in our work in [3]. 
In the extensive literature that already exists on block Toeplitz matrices, a 
special role is played by the equation 
X 
(1.2) 
Here T is an (m + 1) X (m + 1) block Toeplitz matrix with p x p blocks, I 
is the p x p identity matrix, and xo , . . . ,  x m are p x p matrices. Associated 
with x 0 . . . . .  x,,, is the polynomial f defined by 
f ( z )  = XoZ"  + x~z  " -1  + "" +x  m. (1 .3 )  
When T has the form in (1.1), it is natural to rewrite Eq. (1.2) as 
where e 1 = ( I ,  0 . . . . .  0) 7  `and a and b have the form 
= ( -o  . . . . .  ~, , )~ and b = ( f i_ ,  . . . . . .  rio) ~. 
Here the superscript T indicates the transpose of a matrix. In this ease the 
corresponding functions 
O~(Z) = O/0 -]- O~IZ -'~ "'" -F O/nZ n (1 .5 )  
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and 
/3('~) =/30 +/3  ~ ~ + "'" +/3 , , : - "  (~.6) 
are of interest in addition to the polynomial in (1.3). 
Our goal is to investigate the relationships among G, the vectors a and b. 
the functions a and /3, and the polynomial f.  Of particular interest is the 
distribution of zeros of the functions a and /3. The scalar case (p = 1) has 
already been explored in [2, Sect. 6]. However, in the matrix case to be 
studied here, additional difficulties arise, especially in the investigation of the 
zeros of a and /3. 
The first result in Section 2 shows that if G, a, and t) satisfy (1.4), then 
and /3 satisfy the identity 
~(: )*~( : )  - /3 ( : ) * /3 ( : )  = ~,, ( l : t  = 1) (1.7) 
and a 0 is self-adjoint. Furthermore, if a and /3 are matrix-valued functions 
of the form (1.5) and (1.6), with ~0 self-adjoint and invertible, and if (1.7) 
holds, then there exists a unique block upper-triangnlar Toeplitz matrix C 
such that (1.4) holds. In fact, 
. . .  O~tl 
1 
/3~n 
0 
A related result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of a matrix G as above to satisfy both (1.4) and the related equation 
c 0) 
for specified c and d, where el = (0 . . . . .  0, I)1". 
Theorem 2.3 concerns the zeros of the determinants of the matrix-vahled 
filnetions a, /3 and f ,  assuming that a, b, and G satist~, (1.4). If a o is 
positive definite, then a (z )  and f ( z )  are invertible for ]z] = 1, and the 
number of zeros of det a inside the unit circle equals both the number of 
zeros of det f outside the unit circle and the number of negative igenvahles 
of the matrix 
I Gt) 
r~= ~;T I " (1.s) 
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where G 1 is the n × n matrix given by 
G 1 = gno "'" gng l } " 
If n 0 is negative definite, then /3(z) and f (z)  are invertible for ]z] = 1, 
and the number of zeros of det/3 outside the unit circle equals both the 
number of zeros of det f inside the unit circle and the number of negative 
eigenvalues of the matrix T 1 in (1.8). 
2. THEOREMS AND PROOFS 
In this section we state and prove the theorems that were described in the 
Introduction. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let a = (no .. . . .  an) T and b = ( /3_~ ... . .  18o) ~ be given 
vectors with p × p matrix entries and with a o invertible. Then there exists a 
block upper-triangular Toeplitz matrix G such that 
(G/. /G)(~) = (eo) (2.1) 
if and only if a o is self-adjoint and the following equation holds: 
~g 
~ • . .  Ol n 
o ~ 
Ol o 
Ot n 
/3*n ... /3~ 
o /3"_~ 
/3 -n  
Ol o 
= 0 
o 
(2 .2)  
The matrix G is unique and is given by 
• °• Ol n 
G = - -  
-1  
/3"_~ 
0 
• .. /3* 
f l*n 
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Equat ion  (2.2) can be rewr i t ten  in the fo rm 
~(z)*~(z )  - ~(~)* ~(z )  = ~o 
where  
and  
Proof• 
a (z )  = a o + a lz  + "" +a.z  n 
(Izl = 1), 
/3 (z )  = 80 + ~-~z  - '  + "'" +/3- , ,  z -n .  
Suppose a block upper-triangular Toeplitz matrix 
G= 
exists so that (2.1) is satisfied. Then 
and 
a + Gb =e 1 
G*a  +b = O. 
We may rewrite (2.5) as 
a*G + b* = O. 
In matrix form (2.4) and (2.6) become 
gn • "• go  
0 g .  
- -  Ot 0 
--/9/1 
- -  Og  n 
229 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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(o,g ... <,*) 
g~ ... 
go 
= 
gn 
. . . .  ~) .  (2.8) 
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) are equivalent to 
go 
gn 0 13o 
- -  0¢ n 
0 
°.°  I - -  OL 0 
- -  Of 1 
- -  Og  n 
(2.9) 
and 
OL~ " "" OL n 
o ~ 
gn "'" go 
= 
g~ 
-t3_*n --. - tv  / 
• • ) 
0 -~_*~ 
(2.1o) 
Multiplying (2.9) on the left by 
O~ • • • Og n 
0 ag 
and (2.10) on the right by 
3_n 
¢J0 
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and subtracting the resulting equations, we obtain 
231 
o~,T ,~7' - -  o,,* 
0/~ ¢ . . .  O~ n _ 
o ~ 
- /3 - , ,  ... _/3,~, 
0 -/3_*_. 
- -  O~ n 
3o 
- -a  1 I - -  O /0  
- -OL  1 
- -  0 /11  
13 .)  =0. 
/3o 
Rearranging yields 
OL n • . .  
0 
0/0  
O/n 
/3"_,, ... /3,* 
0 /3",~ 
/30  " " " 3 ,~ 
/3o 
0 " ' "  OL~ 
0 0 = 
0 .-. 0 
Equating the last columns of both sides of this equation, we obtain 
Ol 0 • . .  01¢ n 0~ o 
~n 
/3",, -.. /3,* 
o /3",, 
0 
0 
(2.11) 
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Now observe that for I zl = 1, 
~(z)*  ~(z )  - /3 (z )* /3 (z )  
= (Ol~ "]- Ol~Z -1 + "'" -}-Ol~nZ-n)(olO + OtlZ "J¢- "'• "~0ln25 n) 
- - (  /3~ "J¢- /3~_1 z .Jr- . . . . - . I -~:~nZn)( /30 .-~ /3_1~; -1  -~- . . .  -~- /3_n2; -n ) .  
(2.12) 
Since ~ ( z )*~ (z)  - /3 ( z)*/3 (z)  is self-adjoint, it follows that the coefficient of 
z -k in (2.12) is the adjoint of the coefficient of z k for -n  ~< k ~< n. It is easy 
to check that (2.11) is equivalent o the equality of the coefficients of the 
nonnegative powers of z in the functions oz(z)*~(z) - /3*(z)/3(z) and a~'. 
Thus (2.11) is equivalent to 
oz(z)*oe(z)  - /3 (z )* /3 (z )  = ~* (]z] = 1). 
This implies that d 0 is self-adjoint, so that (2.2) and (2.3) hold. 
Conversely, suppose that n 0 is self-adjoint and that (2.2) holds• Since n 0 
is invertible, we may define 
/i ° n 
-1  
O~ n /3* 
3-*n 
and let 
G = 
g 
n " '•  
0 
/ 
gn 
Then 
0 
:g  
• . .  CE n 
/3_*n 
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which is equivalent to 
* 
O~(~ • " • Og  n 
o <,;~ o o /3* 1, 
(2.13) 
Taking the adjoint of this equation and equating the first columns of both 
sides of the resulting equation, we obtain 
G*a + b = 0. (2.14) 
Using first (2.13) and then (2.2), we have 
a +Gb = 
Ol o 
Ol n 
-1  
OL n 
~*_~ ... ~* 
o ~*,, 
Ol o 
Ol n 
- I  
Ol n 
x 
0 
* 
• . .  Od n 
~g 
Ol o 
Ol n 
Ol o 
0 
o 
Ol 0 . .•  
-1  
Ol n 
O/0 
0 
0 
so that 
a + Gb = e I . (2.15) 
Equations (2.14) and (2.15) imply that (2.1) is satisfied by G. The uniqueness 
of G is a consequence of (2.10). • 
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The next goal is to prove a theorem related to a theorem of Krein [6] on 
the zeros of orthogonal polynomials and to a matrix polynomial generalization 
of that theorem obtained by Gohberg and Lerer [5]. To prepare for the 
theorem, we review some facts about zeros of determinants of holomorphic 
matrix-valued functions. 
Let f be a p X p matrix-valued function that is holomorphic on a 
connected open set lq in C such that det f(A) is not identically zero on fl. 
For any A 0 in 1~ such that det f(A 0) = 0, the multiplicity of A 0 is the order 
of A 0 as a zero of the holomorphic function A ~ det f (a) .  If F is a Cauchy 
contour in ~ such that det f has no zero on F, then det f has only a finite 
number of zeros inside F, and we denote the sum of their multiplicities by 
m(F, f ) .  It can be shown that 
m(F,f) = tr 2rr----7 f ' ( z ) f ( z ) - l  dz " (2.16) 
See [4, Sect. XI.9] for a proof, along with a proof of the following generaliza- 
tion of Rouch~'s Theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f and h be p x p matrix-valued functions holomor- 
phic on ~, with f ( z )  invertible for z ~ F. I f  
I I f (z) -Xh(z) l l  < 1 (z ~ 17) 
then f (  z ) + h( z ) is invertible for z E F, and 
m(F, f+ h) = m(F , f ) .  
In the next theorem the zeros and eigenvalues are counted according to 
their multiplicities. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that a, b, and G are as in Theorem 2.1 and that 
Let  t~(z) = a o + t~lZ + . . .  "~t-Oln zn ,  [~(Z)  ~- [30 -1c J~- I  z -1  -{- "'" -4-[~-n z -n ,  
and 
f (  z) = a(,z 2~+1 + "'" "-}-Oln Zn+ l "1- ~_nZ n "J- "'" -{"~0" 
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a. If  a o is positive definite, then ce(z) and f ( z )  are invertible for all z on 
the unit circle, and the following numbers are equal: 
(i) the number of zeros of det a inside the unit circle; 
(ii) the number of zeros of det f outside the unit circle; and 
(ii i) the number of negative igenvalues of 
I G1) 
G* I ' where G l = 
g,, •.. g 
0 g,, 
b. I f  a o is negative definite, then /3(z) and f ( z )  are invertible fi,r all z 
on the unit circle, and the following number are equal: 
(i) the number of zeros of det /3  outside the unit circle; 
(ii) the number of zeros of det f inside the unit circle; and 
(iii) the number of negative igenvalues of G* ! " 
Proof. Assume that a 0 is posit ive definite. Then ('2.3) impl ies that 
~(z)*  ~(z )  = ~o + t~(z)* #(z )  (l:l = ~). 
Thus a(z)*oe(z) is posit ive def in ite and hence invert ible for ]z] = 1. There-  
fore a (z )  is invert ible for ]z] = i. Suppose that for some z on the unit 
circle, f ( z )  is not invert ible and let x be a nonzero vector such that 
f ( z )x  = O. Since 
we have 
Using (2.3), we have 
x-x* /3  _ /3 x 
(1), (1) 
X - -X~Z (2n+l )  o/ ,7, 2n+l  O/ - -  x = O, 
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which contradicts the fact that 0% is positive definite. Therefore f(z) is 
invertible for all z on the unit circle. Write 
f(  z) = W( z) + S( z), (2.17) 
where 
and 
For Izl = 1, 
and 
so that (2.3) implies 
Thus 
W( z )  = Olo z2n+ l .-1- ... -{-Oln2; n+ l 
S (z )  = j~_n gn 4- "'" -{-~0" 
= o( { ) 
w(~)*w(z)  - s (~)*s (z )  = s0. 
(2.~8) 
(2.19) 
z -  ( s (z )w(~) - l ) * (s (z )w(z )  -1) = f ie(z) 1)*~oW(z)-' 
Sinee the right side is positive definite, it follows that 
IIS(z)W(z)-lll < 1 (Izl = 1). (2.20) 
By Theorem 2.2, (2.17) and (2.20) imply that 
m(qr,f) = m(~-, W) .  (2.21) 
Next, we claim that 
,n(qr, W)  = (2n + 1)p - m(qr, ~).  (2.22) 
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We use (2.16) with F the unit circle. From (2.18) for [zl = 1, we find that 
w,(z )w(z )  -1 = _ _  
2n+l  -1 
Using (2.16), we have 
m(q[,W) =tr( 1__~_ 2n+1 ( 1 ) 27ri fv z Ip dz) - tr 1 1 a 
=(2n+ 1)p - tr( 1--~-- f~ 27ri ")a(e-it) lie" dt) 
=(2n+ 1)p--tr(2-f-~zf~rra'(ei~)ce(ei")- l iei~du) 
= (2n + 1)p - m(qF, a). 
This proves (2.22), and (2.21) shows that 
m(q]-, a)  = (2n + 1)p - m(T , f ) .  (2.23) 
Let h(z) =f(z ) -  ao zzn+l, and let F be a circle about z =0 that 
encloses all the zeros of det f and is of sufficiently large radius that 
< i r ) .  
By Theorem 2.2, the function z ~ det ao z'2"+l and det f  have the same 
number of zeros inside F. Since c% is invertible and 
1 t [ 2n+lT  O%)z(2n+l)p det(O~o z2n+l) (det Olo) oe tz lp) = (flet 
both det ce 0z 2n+1 and det f have (2n + 1)p zeros, counting multiplicities. 
Consequently, the right side of the equality in (2.23) is the number of zeros 
of det f outside the unit circle, which shows that the number in (i) and (ii) of 
part (a) of the theorem are equal. By Theorem 2.1 in [5], the number in (ii) 
equals the number of negative igenvalues of the matrix obtained by deleting 
the last (block) column and row of 
G* I " 
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By repartitioning the resulting matrix in the block form 
n 1 n 
I 0 G 1 
0 I 0 
c~ 0 ; 
it is clear that this resulting matrix and the matrix in (iii) of part (a) have the 
same number of negative igenvalues. Thus the numbers in (ii) and (iii) part 
(a) are equal. 
Now suppose that a 0 is negative definite. By (2.3), 
~*(~)~(~)  = ,~(~)* ~(~)  - ,~o > o 
so that /3(z) is invertible for Izl = 1. As before, f(z) is invertible for Izl = 1 
also. By (2.19) 
so that 
s( ~)* s( ~) - w(  ~)*w( : )  = -,~o 
; - (w(z )s (z ) -~)  * (w(~)s (z ) - l )  = (s (z ) -  1 )* ( -  ~0)s (~) - i  > 0. 
Therefore 
Ilw(z)s(z)-l[I < 1. (2.94) 
Hence, by Theorem 2.2, it follows from (2.17) and (2.94) that 
m(7,f) = m(~-, S). 
Since S(z) =/3(1/z),  we conclude that re(Y, f )  equals the number of zeros 
of det/3 outside the unit circle. Thus (i) and (ii) in part (b) of the theorem 
are equal. By [5, Theorem 2.1], (i), (ii), and (iii) are equal. • 
In the next theorem we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a block upper-triangular matrix G satisfying not only 
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for g iven a and  b, but  also 
for g iven c and  d, where  el  = (0 . . . . .  0, i ) r .  We let c = (To . . . . .  T,,) r and 
d = (6  , . . . . . .  60) r and def ine  
y (z )  = % + , / j z  + ... +T , , z  '~ 
and 
6(Z)  = 6 0 ~- 6 1 z 1 "4- " "  @6 ,,~ 
TtfEOREM 2.4. Let a = (ao  . . . . .  °~,~) 3', b = ( /3 ,  . . . . . .  /3o) r, c = 
(Yo . . . . .  y ,y ,  d = (6  n . . . . .  6o) r be given block vectors with % and 6 o 
invertible. Then there is a block upper-triangular matrix G such that (2.25) 
and (2.26) are satisfied if and only if % and 6 o are self-adjoint and the 
fi)llowing three conditions hold: 
(i) 
a,, ao /3-*,, "'" /3,* 
~*  ,~ o /3",, 
~0 
= 0 
o 
(ii) 
(ii i) 
6" 0 
6* ,, 
0 6 n 
6~ ~o 
0/0 ~ - . .  el '  n 
:,I¢ 
O/o 
/3_*,, 
0 
0 
~n " " " ~0 
/3",~ 
~,* "),2/ 6o] 
0 6 o 
6 o "'" 6_ ,, 
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The matrix G is unique and is given by 
• °°  OL n 
G_~ - 
-1  
13*_n 
0 13*n 
! 
go "'" 
0 
-1  
g -n  
go 
The equations in (i)-(ii i) are equiavlent to 
(i') a(z )*a(z )  - f l (z)*f l(z) = a o (Izl = 1) 
(ii') g(z)*~(z) - T(z )*y (z )  = g0 (Izl = 1) 
(iii') The coefficients of the nonnegative powers of z are the same for 
a(z)*~/(z) and [3(z)*~(z). 
Proof. Suppose there exists such a G. By Theorem 2.1 we know that a 0 
is self-adjoint, (i) holds, and (i) can be rewritten as (i'). We will obtain (ii) and 
(ii') in an analogous way. Equation (2.26) implies 
c+Gd=O 
c*G + d* = (e l ) * "  
Writing out the entries, we have 
(~ ... ~*) 
gn "°°  
0 
+ (~* 
-n  
• .. ~)  
=(o  ... o I ) .  
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These imply 
g,, 
and 
+ 
3% 
=0 (e.ev) 
o v* 
g~ "-  
0 g~ 
m ~n . . . .  ~-#1 I -  8~* 
These imply in turn that 
0 
"'" T~* 
-8_* n 
v* 
% 
0 
- -  ¢~-*n 
,, " -  
8o 
8o 
= 0 
so that 
n 
S o 
i/ 
S o 
0 
v* 3% 
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This equation implies that 80 is self-adjoint. Taking the adjoint of this 
equation and equating the first columns, we obtain 
/ 8-  o 
8 n 3'* ... T~* 3'0 
0 
8 0 
= 0 
0 
Equation (ii) follows by reversing the rows in the equation above. It is easy to 
see that (ii) implies (ii'). From Theorem 2.1, we have 
G = _ 
~ ... 1 / a~* /3_* 
a* o 
. . .  /3* 
/3_*~ 
(2.28) 
and from (2.27) it follows that 
G = _ 
3',, "'" 70 
8--B ' ' "  80 
8 o 
(: 
0 
8_  n 
8o 
-1 
-1 (2.29) 
Equations (2.28) and (2.29) imply (iii). A simple calculation shows that the 
entries in the first row of the product on the left (respectively, right) side of 
(iii) are the coefficients of the nonnegative powers of z in the product 
a(z)*y(z) (respectively, /3(z)'8(z)). Thus (iii) is equivalent to (iii'). 
Now suppose that conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied, and define G by (2.28). 
Then G is a block upper-triangular Toeplitz matrix, and by Theorem 2.1, 
By (iii), G is also given by (2.29), which implies that 
G/80 "'" 8 ,~ 
/ 
0 8 o 
T~ 
+ 
0 
"'" To 
=0.  
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Taking the last columns, we have 
Gd + c = O. 
Using (2.29) and (ii), we find that 
8,* o 
G*c  + d = - 
8",, . . .  6('~ 
8,* o 
6",~ ... ¢* 
+ 
-1 
6 0 
~n 
0 
n 
0 
+ 
6 ii 
= (¢~ o 
6" , ,  . . .  8~ 
1 0 
o 0 
I 
= e l .  
Combining this result with (2.30) yields 
= (:l) 
Thus G is the desired matrix. By (2.28) and (2.29), G is unique. 
) 
0 
0 
6o 
(2.30) 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
Let g be any p x p complex matrix such that I - gg* is invertible, and 
let G be the (n + 1) × (n + 1) block diagonal matrix 
G = 
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Suppose a and b satisfy 
Then 
b = -G 'a ,  (3.1) 
and so from the equation a + Gb = el, we obtain ( I  - GG*)a  = el, and 
hence 
a = ( l  - GG*) - le l ,  (3.2) 
where I - GG*  is a block diagonal matrix with I - gg* in each diagonal 
position. Let a = (t~ 0 . . . . .  otn) r and b = (/3-n . . . . .  /30) T. Then (3.2) shows 
that ol 0 = ( I -  gg , ) - i  and oq . . . . .  o/n = 0. From (3.1), /3-n = 
_g , ( !  _ gg, ) - i  and /3_n+ 1 . . . . .  /30 = 0. Thus the functions a and /3 
have the form 
= = 
and 
/3 (2 ; )  = /3_n z -n  = - -g*(  I -- gg*) 1g-n. 
Suppose that a 0 is positive definite. This happens precisely when II g I] < 1. 
Let G 1 be the n × n block diagonal matrix with g in each diagonal position. 
Then the matrix factorization 
(,  1)I/el)I, 0t(, 0 t 
T1 = G~ I = 0 I 0 l G~ I 
shows that T 1 is positive definite. Thus the number  of negative igenvalues of 
T x equals the number  of zeros of det a inside the unit circle (because both 
numbers are zero), as described in Theorem 2.3a. 
Next, suppose that a 0 is negative definite. (This is the case precisely 
when g is invertible and ]]g-ll] < 1.) Then I - G IG  ~ has np negative 
eigenvalues, and so does T1, by (3.3). This number  matches the number  of 
zeros of det/3 outside the unit circle, as described in Theorem 2.3b. 
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Finally, suppose that a 0 is indefinite but invertible. The calculations 
above show that a is still a constant function, with det a having no zeros 
inside the unit circle, and det/3 has at least pn zeros outside the unit disk. 
However, the number of negative eigenvalues of T 1 lies strictly between 0 
and pn and hence cannot match the number of zeros of either det c~ or 
det/3. 
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